The Gemini Planet Imager instrument's adaptive optics (AO) subsystem was designed specifically to facilitate high-contrast imaging. It features several new technologies, including computationally efficient wavefront reconstruction with the Fourier transform, modal gain optimization every 8 seconds, and the spatially filtered wavefront sensor. It also uses a Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controller (aka Kalman filter) for both pointing and focus. We present on-sky performance results from verification and commissioning runs from December 2013 through May 2014. The efficient reconstruction and modal gain optimization are working as designed. The LQG controllers effectively notch out vibrations. The spatial filter can remove aliases, but we typically use it oversized by about 60% due to stability problems.
INTRODUCTION
The Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) 1 is a hyper-spectral coronagraphic instrument specifically designed to directly image exoplanets. GPI and the SPHERE instrument 2 are part of a new generation of instruments that feature specialized adaptive optics (AO) systems that use thousands of actuators and specialized algorithms. In this paper we discuss the algorithms and technologies that were developed for GPI, and how well they are actually working during the instrument's verification and commissioning period at Gemini South (late 2013-summer 2014).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND DATA ANALYSIS
The performance of the AO system is analyzed primarily through system diagnostic data. This telemetry is dumped at the full frame rate of the AO system and can include anything from raw CCD frames, to calculated centroids, to reconstructed phases to deformable mirror commands. By synchronizing multiple data dumps, long streams of telemetry can be saved during on-sky experiments. During a typical on-sky experiment, 22-second streams of telemetry are saved. The specific control parameters in use (e.g. filter coefficients) are also saved. These data are analyzed offline using a standard telemetry analysis code.
Our primary analysis technique is to examine the temporal power spectral densities (PSDs) of specific modes that the system controls. For tip, tilt and focus we analyze the coefficients directly. For the higher order phase, we begin with the residual phase as seen by the AO system directly after phase reconstruction from the centroids. For a given 22-second interval, the x-y-t data cube is converted at each time step into the frequency domain to produce a f x -f y -t data cube. Given the time series of a modal coefficient (e.g. tip, Fourier mode k = 12, l = 12, where k and l indicate the index into a 48 × 48 FFT of the phase), the temporal PSD is estimated by the averaged modified periodogram technique. 3 This temporal PSD represents what is measured by the AO system in closed loop. For bright targets wavefront sensor (WFS) noise is small and this is very close to the closed-loop error that should be presented at the output of the AO system to the science leg. On moderate and dim targets, however, the measurement and the error are not the same. To analyze the error, as opposed to the measurement, we use the exact same technique that the gain optimizer (see below) uses. 4 To estimate the error, we take the temporal PSD of the measurement and invert by the known system response. This is possible because the temporal response of the system is very well characterized. As shown in Figure 1 , the temporal behavior for focus and a Fourier mode both closely follow our models.
Once the PSD of the closed-loop measurement is converted into the PSD of the estimated open-loop measurements, we then split it into signal and noise components. The noise component should be temporally white, and it is estimated by taking a median of the PSD at the highest frequencies. This estimate is the PSD of the input noise seen by the AO system. The PSD of the signal (primarily atmosphere) seen by the AO system is obtained by subtracting the noise PSD from the estimated open-loop measurement PSD. We now have estimated temporal PSDs for the signal that the AO system wants to correct and the WFS noise that it measures. The error produced by the AO system is estimated by apply the error transfer function (ETF) to the signal PSD and the noise transfer function (NTF) to the noise PSD. This frequency domain method ignores any static level of error, which is removed before the periodogram calculation. As such (see Section 8) this term is calculated separately. Note that throughout this paper we rely on the self-reporting of the AO system for performance analysis. A provisional error budget is given in Section 8, but a rigorous comparison of science measurements to AO telemetry is beyond the scope of this present work, but will be included in a future publication.
FOURIER TRANSFORM RECONSTRUCTION

Technology description and methods
The concept of reconstructing the wavefront phase from slopes with a filtering approach was originally proposed in the mid 1980s. 5, 6 However, the boundary problem imposed by a circular (or annular) aperture in the square computational grid prevented the method from practical use. By solving this boundary problem, we were able to make the filtering approach feasible, calling the method Fourier Transform Reconstruction (FTR). 7 We further defined new filters that better captured Shack-Hartmann behavior 4, 8 and showed that the Fourier basis provided a tight frame for modal control. 4 When formulated to consider the signal and noise power levels, the FTR method is a Wiener filter, 9 and we showed that FTR is equivalent 9 to the Minimum Variance Unbiased approach 10 if the Fourier basis set is used. To our knowledge, the use of FTR in GPI represents the first on-sky use of a computationally efficient wavefront reconstruction method (as opposed to a parallelized vector-matrix-multiply) in an astronomical AO system. After phase reconstruction the residual is split 11 between two deformable mirrors (DMs). Low-spatialfrequency Fourier modes, which require the most stroke, are sent to the "Woofer" DM, a conventional piezo DM manufactured by Cilas. The high-order phase is sent to the "Tweeter" DM, a microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) mirror developed by Boston Micromachines.
On-sky results
Use of FTR was motivated by computational complexity; a matrix multiplication of a system of the same size would require 45 times more computation. This enabled the implementation of the real-time controller (RTC) on a commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) server running real-time linux, as opposed to customized or special-purpose hardware such as digital signal processors (DSPs) or graphics processing units (GPUs). As we see below, the use of FTR makes the residual Fourier coefficients of the wavefront available, which facilitates computationally efficient controller optimization. As of May 2014, the total delay from the end of a WFS frame integration to the application of the phase commands on the DMs is 1.7 msec. This is true for either 1 kHz or 500 Hz operation. The tip, tilt and focus commands are computed more quickly since they do not go through the FTR process. Those commands are placed on the Woofer DM and the tip-tilt stage after 1.2 msec. For both of these with first 890 microsec are taken up by the detector read.
As has been noted by us elsewhere, 12 use of FTR requires precise alignment of the AO system optics. This alignment is achieved through automatic processes before each acquisition. 13 The rotation of the spots grid produced by the lenslets relative to the WFS CCD pixel grid has proved problematic. As was originally noted in Section 5.2 of our prior work, 12 if rotation exists in the centroids, it will be reconstructed by FTR into a shape that has a scalloping pattern around the edges. During closed-loop operation this behaves similarly to an alias -a non-physical signal is present in the slopes and makes it through to the DM, where a shape builds up to attempt to correct it.
As built, there is a small but not insignificant amount of rotation in the WFS, which is nominally included in the reference slopes. The removal of rotation via reference subtraction will not work completely if some effect changes the gain of the quad cells. This could be a drift of the bias level on the CCD, 14 spot size variations due to atmospheric turbulence, or potentially other subtle factors. During integration and testing we identified that bias drift was significantly reducing performance quality; the short-term solution was taking regular dark frames. Despite regular darks, during the December run we identified that rotation was not being fully removed on-sky, most likely due to spot size variations that are dependent on seeing. These spot size variations result in a large status excursion of the Tweeter actuators from flat around the edges of the pupil. To solve this problem the RTC now includes a step where rotation is explicitly removed from the centroids before FTR. This approach has been verified to work correctly, and has reduced the edge excursions. Pending results from other analysis by Greenbaum 15 and Sadakuni 14 the specific vectors used in the removal process may be modified. This is our best solution to date for this problem with FTR. On a symmetric pupil this effect is entirely due to the edge correction process where the slopes on the square grid are managed. An equivalent matrix reconstructor on a symmetric pupil would not let any rotation through. As a further complication, GPI does not have a symmetric pupil; small subregions are masked off to prevent the AO system from seeing the dead actuators, which are mostly positioned at the exterior edge of the pupil. This asymmetry allows for rotation to leak through both FTR and a matrix reconstructor. If we were using a matrix method, we would not need to do the removal step from the centroids but could instead account for the rotation internally in the matrix.
MODAL GAIN OPTIMIZATION
Technology description and methods
Originally proposed by Gendron and Lena, 16 modal gain optimization is a technique where the wavefront phase is decomposed into orthogonal modes (as opposed to actuator positions in the pupil). Using either open-or closedloop telemetry on-sky, the control loop gain of each mode is set such that it minimizes the residual error variance. Modal gain optimization has been implemented in several AO systems, including the initial demonstration in Come-On-Plus, 17 which used open-loop telemetry prior to an observation. The method is used in the Altair AO system at Gemini North 18 and ESO's NAOS system. 19 More recently, modal gain optimization for up to 400 modes has been implemented in the LBT's FLAO system. 20 As described, that optimization is done once at the beginning of an observation, and proceeds iteratively.
In GPI, the modal gain optimization procedure operates continuously as a supervisory process. As described fully elsewhere, 4 the Fourier coefficients of the residual phase are buffered during the reconstruction process. Each mode is analyzed temporally, using the averaged-modified periodogram technique to estimate the closedloop power spectral density (PSD) of the measurements. Using a fast root-finding technique, the best modal gain for each Fourier mode is calculated independently. All 2304 modal gains (which have hermitian symmetry on the spatial frequency grid, so only half need to be calculated) are used in a gain filter which is applied during the reconstruction process. Because the Fourier modal coefficients are directly available in closed loop, and because changing the modal gains involves simply changing a 2304-element vector in memory, the Fourier framework of GPI allows modal gain optimization to be conducted every eight seconds for all 2304 Fourier modes during closed loop. As such, we consider GPI to be unique in terms of the large number of modes that it optimizes, and the fact that it does so continuously during science observations.
On-sky results
During the integration and testing phase, the modal gain optimization was verified through off-line re-analysis of telemetry. That is, our analysis codes estimated the modal gains from telemetry, and the results were compared to what the system itself had calculated. The primary concern of our on-sky testing is whether the modal gain optimizer improves overall AO performance. To test this, we conducted a series of experiments. For a given star magnitude and frame rate, we closed the AO loops with a fixed value of uniform modal gain. After taking telemetry we turn on the gain optimizer and let the gains settle, a process that takes less than 30 seconds. We then take another telemetry set.We repeat this uniform gain-optimized gain pairing several times, slowly stepping up the initial uniform gain from 0.05 to 0.3 with increments of 0.05. This gives us an interleaved set of measurements over a period of about 20 minutes, with six examples of uniform gain filters spanning the range of stable gains and six examples of optimized gains. During our March run we conducted four of these tests. Representative gain filters for the four cases are shown in Figure 2 . As predicted by simulations, 21 the gain filters span a wide range of possible gains, and show evidence of wind direction.
Using the methods described in Section 2, we estimate the error for each Fourier mode and for all modes together. Figure 3 shows the estimates of total error. For each of the six uniform gain cases, the total error is marked by the black points. This total error is the sum of the error due to signal (which decreases as gain is increased) and the error due to noise (which increases as gain is increased). Analysis of the two components (not shown) confirms that the system follows this expected behavior. In the figure the blue bar indicates the full range of the total error, as estimated from the six different optimized cases. In all these cases the performance with the optimizer on (in blue) is at or very close to the minimum when the gain is adjusted by hand.
This total error metric shown in Figure 3 is dominated by the optimizer's performance at low spatial frequencies. This is because both atmospheric turbulence and the noise propagation from the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor produce more power at lower frequencies. To further verify that the modal gain optimization is working for all modes, we analyzed each mode individually. Figure 4 shows the test results for four different Fourier modes that are representative of the 2304 controllable modes. As shown in this figure, for a 9th magnitude star at 500 Hz, the lowest spatial frequency modes (e.g. k = 1, l = 0 shown at upper left) have the most total error. In this case the atmosphere dominates and the optimizer correctly drives the modal gain to maximum. For mid-frequency modes, such as k = 6, l = 0 at upper right and k = 10, l = 10 at lower left, the atmosphere and noise are more equal. For these modes the optimizer uses a high, but not maximum gain. For the highest spatial frequencies, such as k = 0, l = 18 shown at bottom right, noise dominates and the optimizer drives the gain lower. These modes also have significant high-temporal frequency content due to aliasing (see below), which the optimizer does not explicitly know about.
In order to suppress waffle and reduce edge effects, during Integration and Test a modified Tweeter influence function filter was put in place. As discussed elsewhere, 22 the estimated phase is pre-compensated by a influence function filter to correctly shape the phase on the Tweeter. Due to the broadness of the Tweeter influence function, the effective Tweeter gain for high spatial frequencies 23 is very small. Division by this small number inflates noise. As such, we artificially limit the division. As a result, the optimizer tends to drive up the gain on these under-compensated modes, as is obvious by the red regions in the corners of the gain filters shown in Figure 2 . This behavior of the optimizer to correct for a miscalibration was discussed in Section 4.C of our original proposal. 4 It remains to be determined if artificially suppressing the influence function gains and then having the optimizer try to crank them back up is adversely affecting performance on-sky.
SPATIALLY-FILTERED WAVEFRONT SENSOR
Technology description and methods
Aliasing occurs when a signal has frequency content above half of its sampling frequency. In an adaptive optics system, the atmosphere is not-band-limited; this will cause any sensor which samples the phase, either through lenslets or pixels, to measure spurious signals. These aliases will lead to extra residual error. Rigaut first calculated this as one-third of the classical fitting error.
24 PSD treatments such as those by Jolissaint 25 show that the exact amount of aliasing error depends on the filter type (derivative vs. direct phase) and the control parameters.
To prevent the aliasing error, we has proposed what we termed the spatially-filtered wavefront sensor (SFWFS).
26 For a Shack-Hartmann sensor, this is implemented as a hard-edged field stop in a focal plane of the WFS before the lenslet array. In the case of a high-strehl system, the filter will reject phase errors that scatter light beyond the size of the field stop. In the case of a system with subaperture size d, the field stop with a diameter of λ/d will reject content beyond the sampling limit, in theory producing a band-limited phase for the WFS to measure and producing a dark hole in the PSF. A first experimental demonstration of the SFWFS was done by Fusco, 27 where as over-sized stop was shown to improve performance in a testbed with dynamic turbulence. In our own work we were able to demonstrate cleaning out a dark hole on static phase plate with a 32x32 MEMS mirror and sensor. 28 
Modifications from original design
During the integration and testing phase of GPI, we had to make some accommodations in using the SFWFS. In particular we discovered that when sized to nominal (i.e. λ/d), we observed non-linear effects in edge subapertures and in the subapertures near the Tweeter's dead actuators. Fourier optics simulations revealed that for large phase errors such as an actuator stuck more than a micron from its neighbors, the spatial filter is non-linear and will produce biased measurements. To mitigate this, we implemented a stronger leak (for an integral controller of the form g/(1 − cz −1 ), c would be set to 0.9) on the actuators immediately next to the dead actuators to bleed off this error. Another problem we encountered is poor stability at the edge of the pupil, which leads to loss of light. During integration and testing we examined this, and found it was exacerbated by a still poorly-understood effect on the partially illuminated subapertures along the outer edge of the pupil. During this phase we had also used a stronger leak (c = 0.9) on the actuators bordering these partially-illuminated subapertures. During our May 2014 testing run we switched to simply not using measurements from these partially illuminated subapertures around the outside edge. Operation remains good in this slightly modified configuration, though it remains to be determined if this has improved spatial filter stability at all.
On-sky results
We can assess the ability of the SFWFS to reject specific spatial frequencies by examining the temporal PSDs of the Fourier modes during closed loop. When frozen flow is present (which it typically is), the wind motion creates characteristic peaks in the temporal PSDs of the Fourier modes. For any Fourier mode of spatial frequency (inverse-meters) < f x , f y > a wind layer with velocity vector (m/s) < v x , v y >, a peak appears in the PSD at temporal frequency (Hz) f x v x +f y v y . For the controllable modes, this creates a characteristic pattern (see Figure  4 of Poyneer et al. 29 ). When a spatial frequency above the sampling limit of the AO system is measured, it aliases down to a lower spatial frequency, but the temporal frequency of the wind component stays the same. This results in peaks in the controllable modes from aliasing at temporal frequencies (f
where d is the subaperture size in the pupil, e.g. 18 cm for GPI. An example of this is shown in Figure 5 , left side. At left the plot shows that temporal PSD of the residual phase for Fourier mode k = 6, l = 0. We know, from examining the other Fourier modes, that the peak at -20 Hz is from frozen flow atmosphere. The alias is The figure shows data taken on May 14, 2014 on target HD101615. We also have data from December 11, 2013 on β Pictoris down to SF size 2.8 mm. A qualitative analysis of the rejection of aliases of wind-blown turbulence produces estimates for the range of modes that the SFWFS "cleans up" by removing aliases. As given in Table 1 , this follows the expected linear trend as a function of SF size. At size 3.2 mm, the filter cleans up modes to k = 12, which is halfway out to the edge of the dark hole. Though as the filter narrows beyond this and more modes are cleared, overall performance is reduced due to edge effects that compromise stability. The β Pictoris testing occurred during very good seeing (see first β Pictoris column of 2). In this case we were able to stably close the filter to 2.8 mm, which we estimate clears out 66% of the dark hole. This performance is atypical. 33 Another vibration scheme has been tested in GEMS by Guesalaga. 34 For use in GPI we have adapted the framework of Le Roux and added in the ability to work in a system with an arbitrary (i.e. non-integer frame) control delay, 35 and also to correct both common-path and non-common-path vibrations, 36 both of which were deemed necessary to use an LQG controller in GPI. As noted above, the tip-tilt and focus controllers have a 1.2 frame delay, which we account for explicitly in the LQG model.
Modifications from original design
There are two significant differences between the tip-tilt LQG filter as initially proposed and as used in GPI. First, in our proposal we presented a high-order model for the atmospheric tip-tilt; in practice we always use a first-order auto-regressive (AR (1)) model. Second, in GPI the pointing is actually controlled with two surfaces. By using a low-order low-pass filter, the low temporal frequency part of the pointing signal is sent to the highstroke Stage, while the higher-frequency placed on the Woofer DM in combination with the phase correction. Since each mirror has its own integrator, the result of the LQG (which is integrated internally) must be converted to a pseudo-residual that is then split and integrated on each surface. Specifically, if the Woofer integrator has control law C(z) = 1/(1 − 0.999z −1 ), the pseudo-residual is produced with a filter that is a"leaky" differentiator:
We have had to be very conservative on the temporal split between the two surfaces to avoid instabilities; the current cutoff for the split is at 25 Hz. A more robust solution would have been to have the LQG model know explicitly about the temporal split. 37 
On-sky results
During integration and testing we identified the pointing vibrations at 60, 120 and 180 Hz as the most significant. We were unable to determine if these tip-tilt vibrations are in the common path or the non-common path of the system, so we have assumed that they are common path and generated appropriate LQG filters. After analyzing on-sky telemetry with the default integral controllers for pointing, we generated LQG filters designed to recede the total vibration at 60, 120 and 180 Hz to 1 mas. LQG filters were tested in comparison to the default integral controller in an interleaved fashion. Pointing vibrations are always larger on the y-axis; in Figure 6 we show the on-sky residual tip (top left) and tilt (top right) as seen by the WFS for the integral controller. At bottom is the results for our preferred LQG. The figure shows the AO measurements in closed loop. Annotated in red are the error levels (see Section 2 for a discussion of measurements versus error) passed on to science. The total vibration at 60, 120 and 180 Hz has been reduced to less than 1 mas for each axis with use of the LQG. The remaining pointing error is primarily residual atmosphere.
FOCUS VIBRATION CORRECTION WITH LQG
Technology description and methods
When GPI is on the telescope, its cryocoolers cause vibration and result in significant phase errors. his manifests as a low-order wavefront -primarily focus, spherical and trefoil -with a temporal RMS of up to 150 nm occuring at 60 Hz. It remains unclear what is vibrating; either the secondary mirror moving in both piston and deforming, or a deformation of the primary mirror; both are very lightweight. For a thorough discussion of errors and mitigations, see Hartung.
38 This phase vibration was a highly suitable candidate for LQG correction -the error was highly concentrated at 60 Hz, and analysis of the temporal variation of the phase shape indicated that it was primarily focus that oscillated in total amplitude.
To correct this we simply applied the LQG filtering framework that had already been tested for tip-tilt. In the tip-tilt case, the signal is calculated and removed from the centroids and then sent to the LQG and on to the Stage and Woofer. In the case of focus we calculate focus directly from the slopes. To calculate and remove focus from the slopes via projection we use a model to make x-and y-slope vectors for focus. To apply the focus correction to the surface of the Woofer, we use the measured influence functions to generate a 9 by 9 signal which makes focus. The slope and command signals are calibrated against each other to ensure that the overall loop gain is 1. 
On-sky results
The focus LQG was tested on-sky during the May run. In this case a pure focus shape was pulled out; the remaining components of the 60 Hz phase (mainly trefoil and spherical) were sent through the high-order loop. Figure 7 shows three different temporal PSDs of the focus measurements. Annotated in red is the estimate error that is sent on to the science leg from the 60 Hz component. At upper left is on-sky operation with an integral controller for the FOcus control. In this case the 60 Hz error leads to a time-average of 90 nm rms wavefront error due to focus. When the cryocoolers are turned down, but not off, the amount of focus at 60 Hz is reduced to 51 nm. (When the cryocoolers are turned off completely this amount is 0 nm; due to system constraints we were not able to test this option as well on this target.) With the cryocoolers at normal and the LQG, the deep notch (see Figure 1 , left panel) strongly rejects the 60 Hz signal. In this case the result (bottom panel of figure) is just 3 nm. This level is negligible in terms of the overall error budget.
Two more items remain in the validation of the focus control. First, we still do not have definitive science images that show the difference between LQG on and off. Second, the exact spatial shape of the error to be corrected, that is not just focus but some combination of focus, trefoil and sphere, could be refined.
ERROR BUDGET
We have developed a provisional error budget. These numbers are generated from analysis of closed-loop AO measurements following the methods outlined in Section 2 to convert from measurements to estimated error passed on to the science leg. Error estimates are given in Table 2 for five different observations. For each observation the star name and magnitude is given. Modal gain optimization ("OFC") was used in four of the five cases, though on targets brighter than 7th this essentially is the same as uniform gains of value 0.3.
The first observation of β Pictoris from March represents performance in very good seeing -we were able to use the spatial filter at 2.8 mm stably for several minutes, and servo lag error was estimated to be just 25 nm. During more typical seeing on a bright to moderate target with loop gains at maximum, the servo lag error is around 50 nm (second β Pictoris, HD101615, HD141569).
The HIP59563 observation (the same one used in Section 4 for testing the gain optimizer) is representative of our performance on the dimmest target required of GPI. At 500 Hz with optimized gains we have 99 nm of servo lag error and 52 nm of WFS noise. With cryocoolers at normal power with no LQG, science leg error from the 60 Hz phase is generally between 80 and 120 nm (depends on conditions and orientation). With cryocoolers off this is reduced to 0; with the LQG as tested in May on the focus shape, there are 31 nm of 60 Hz phase leftover -this is dominated by trefoil and spherical. As noted above, this may be reduced further, but it is no longer a dominant term in the AO error budget.
The telemetry for HD141569 was taken co-incident with an non-coronagraphic image, which is shown in Figure 8 . The Strehl of this image has not been rigorously estimated at this time. However, up to 15 Airy rings can be detected in the narrow-band image, indicating that the AO system is performing well. We estimate the fitting 41 and aliasing error 24 terms from theory using the coefficient of 0.3, such that σ . We assume that r 0 was 14 cm for the typical seeing conditions. For the HD141569 observation this gives us a fitting error of 54 nm and an aliasing error of 31 nm. Adding in the assumed 30 nm non-common-path errors given in Macintosh, 1 we add in quadrature to the terms in the HD141569 column of the Figure 8 . GPI narrow-band point spread function at 2.1 microns for a 7th magnitude star, as observed with the GPI IFS 39 and reduced with the GPI Data Reduction Pipeline. 40 Total exposure time was 45 s, obtained as 1.5 s * 10 coadds plus 5 s * 6 coadds for increased dynamic range. This is a synthetic narrow band image obtained by integrating over a small range of wavelengths in the data cube (λc = 2.10µm, λ/∆λ = 30). In an azimuthally-averaged radial profile up to 15 Airy rings can be detected, as shown at right. The grey curve shows the theoretical perfect PSF for the Gemini South telescope aperture geometry, integrated over the same spectral bandpass.
We reiterate that we do not have a direct measurement of fitting error, aliasing error of non-common-path errors, but are using our best estimate at this time. In future work we plan to improve it through better estimates of seeing (and hence fitting), better examination of the aliasing error through analysis of telemetry, and improved information on the non-common-path error. These improved estimates will be accompanied by analysis of the co-incident science images, which was beyond the scope of this work.
CONCLUSIONS
GPI's AO system features several new technologies. During its verification and commissioning period we have systematically tested these technologies and analyzed performance. The computationally efficient FTR method of wavefront reconstruction is successful, though we have to remove rotation from the centroids to prevent driving a scalloped shape on the Tweeter when the spot size changes (due to either bias level or spot size due to seeing). The modal gain optimization method updates 2304 modal gains for the Fourier modes every 8 seconds in closed loop. Tests have shown that the optimizer is correctly finding gains for each individual mode that minimize the error, and also minimizing overall error. Modal gain filters show clear evidence of wind.
The AO system uses an LQG controller for tip, tilt and focus to reject vibrations. For tip and tilt we correct common-path vibrations at 60, 120 and 180 Hz to under 1 mas per axis. By pulling focus out of the centroids and sending it through the LQG, we can very strongly reject the focus at 60 Hz , reducing it to just 3 nm rms wavefront error. There is some 60 Hz phase left over (trefoil and spherical) that could be further reduced if it helps overall performance. The spatially-filtered wavefront sensor has under-performed relative to our expectations. We have clear evidence, thanks to layers of frozen flow turbulence, that the spatial filter does reject aliases. However, we are not able to regularly use the spatial filter stably at it nominal λ/d diameter. In very good seeing we can get it down to 2.8 mm, but it is more typical that we use it at 3.5 mm. At this size it clears out aliasing from the inner 42% of the dark hole (i.e. to radius 0.42λ/d instead of λ/d.) We have presented an provisional error budget of AO terms that we can directly measure. On bright to moderate targets (down to around 7th magnitude), performance is dominated by servo lag error. In typical seeing this term is 50 nm. On dimmer targets the gain optimizer will trade off servo lag and WFS noise. On our dimmest required target of 9th magnitude we achieved 99 nm servo lag error and 52 nm WFS noise.
We will continue to work during the end of the verification and commissioning period to analyze existing science images and obtain new ones as necessary to confirm our analysis, which is here based on AO telemetry. Of particular interest are verifying the impact of the focus LQG, which on most targets removes the dominant 60 Hz term in the error budget. We also want to quantify contrast in longer exposures as a function of spatial filter size and determine if we can do better than 3.5 mm, which is oversized by about 60%.
